
 

  

  

  

 

   
   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEWSLETTER 
Principal: Barbara Gerard                   Phone 907-746-2358 

Assistant Principal: Peter Olson         Fax 907-746-2368 
                                                                Website http://matsuk12.us/acc          

 

 

 

April 16, 2021 

Dear Families,  

I hope you have had a great week!  With spring in the air, we are noticing  

a few of our students are experiencing some spring fever.  Please have a  

chat with your child to remind them that they need to finish strong!  We  

are coming into the exciting week of World Fair which provides many  

hands-on opportunities to collaborate and create in small grade level  

working groups.  These extraordinary learning opportunities require  

students to demonstrate maturity and follow the expectations,  

otherwise they will lose the opportunity to participate.  I am confident  

that they will bring their best selves to school each day!  

Raffle Tickets! 

Please pick up your two raffle booklets today!  Each  

family is responsible to sell at least two booklets!  Every student at  

Academy benefits from the 501 c 3 nonprofit funds from this raffle  

and it is important that ALL families do their part.  Charity Folcik has  

offered table space to sell Academy Raffle Tickets at the Vintage  

Home Market Sale at Raven’s Hall on May 14, 15, 16th.  If you’d like to commit to a time, please call Melissa in the front 

office to select a time.  (Thank you, Charity!)  

8th grade plus 3 Staff Head to Peterson Bay Field Station in Seldovia for a 3-day Fieldtrip on Monday 

Academy continues to provide incredible learning opportunities despite the fact we are in a pandemic!  We are pros at 

COVID mitigation and feel quite comfortable providing this once in a lifetime learning experience for Academy’s 8th 

grade students! This off the road, remote 3-day learning experience will provide the 8th grade students with hikes and 

amazing lessons on ocean life and tidal pools located across the bay from Homer at Peterson Bay’s Field 

Station.  Thank you in advance to our wonderful chaperones for their willingness to sleep in yurts and spend three 

days helping make this trip happen!  And a special thanks to the parents that did the shopping, prepping, and packing 

of all the food to feed 26 hungry 8th graders, plus the chaperones.  

Save the Date – Kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd grades Taekwondo Demonstration for their families!  

On Monday, May 10th, 1:10 pm, students in Kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd grades will demonstrate their new skills in 

Taekwondo!  Grand Master Keller will guide the students as they break boards and earn their yellow belt!  Families are 

invited to come and watch!  The Demonstration will be held in the gym.  Please plan to wear your masks, though once 

seated, you may remove the mask.    

Online Registration For the 2021-22 school year Opens July 1st  

Registration for the 2021-2022 school year opens Thursday, July 1st. The District will reach out to families when 

registration is open.  Please plan to register your students as soon as possible.  Miss Melissa will come in during the 

summer and accept those registrations so that when the Academy Team returns in early August, the transition is 

seamless.  We need all Academy students registered by August 4th.  Thank you!  

Continued… 

 

 

Date: Event: 

4/19-4/21 8th Grade Alaska 
Coastal Studies 

Fieldtrip 

4/20-4/23 Map Testing 

4/30 Lottery Forms Due 
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All sorts of rain stories and songs  

could be heard in Kindergarten this  

week.  Hopefully they have been  

sharing with you at home.  On  

Friday we read the story of The  

Little Read Hen.  Students were  

able to help make bread machine  

bread and then shared in enjoying  

the fruits of their labor.  Our new phonogram was OA as in boat.  

I am so proud of how hard both of our classes have been 

working and all the progress we are seeing!  All small groups 

finished their books and brought them home to read to you.   

During our math block we added dollars to our math books and 

then reviewed time and added it as well.  

Our community service project of boxes for the homeless shelter 

was a huge success.  We were able to create five birthday boxes 

for families in need.  The shelter is very appreciative of your 

generosity.   

World Fair is approaching quickly.  Thank you for all the families 

that signed up to help make large items to represent our senses.  

We have had some great ideas for guest speakers and activities 

brought in.  We will be dressing in lab coats over our uniforms.  

This can be as simple as an oversize short sleeve white shirt.  I 

have extras from prior years if you need one.   

Please feel free to contact me anytime. 

Mrs. Berg     

 Verona.berg@matsuk12.us 

 

 

 

11:55 to 12:35 – We could use your help covering 

lunches every day. Contact the office if you can 

set a day or two or more to help or drop in if 

you’re in the neighborhood and we can put you in 

a class! We have openings every day and would 

love to have your help giving teachers a lunch 

break! 

❖ Fix the butcher paper holder-need new rods 

to hold the paper in the rack. 

❖ Electric experience needed!  We have a 

broken power outlet and a dangling smoke 

detector. 

❖ Organizational minded parent to help make a 

classroom flow!   

❖ Place acoustic tiles on wall in Taekwondo 

room. Decoratively placed, creativity 

appreciated! 

If you are interested in helping out with any of 

the upcoming end-of-year events-graduation, 

picnic, World Fair setup/cleanup- call/text 

Lindsey at 907-317-4617.   

 

World Fair in The Open Air! 

Public Viewing and Judging on Thursday, May 6, 2021.  Judging opens at 1:30 pm (Viewing/visiting time has been 

modified and slightly reduced this year.) 

• k-1-2 grades 1:30 - 2:30 pm 

• 3 -8th grades 1:30 – 2:45 pm 

Take down and clean up – 2:45 pm until done!   

Secretary Appreciation Day is next Wednesday, April 21st! 

Miss Melissa is AMAZING!  Please feel free to send her notes and tokens of your appreciation next Wednesday!  We are 

so fortunate to have Melissa Long in the front office and she made the transition seamless and wonderful! 

If you have any questions, please call me!  I am available day and nights to 10 pm and weekends.  

Barbara Gerard, Principal 

907-841-5704 

 

 

With Warm Regards, 

 

mailto:Verona.berg@matsuk12.us


  
First-Grade Facts 

 

We have had our last spelling test for the year 

and finished up all our end-of-the-year 

assessments!  I look forward to sharing all of 

that with you!  We will start heading into 3D 

shapes next week and lots of activities and 

learning about animal habitats!  Thank you for 

sending in those animal reports for us to share 

out loud and for them to work on in writing 

lab!  Thank you for signing up on Signup Genius 

for World Fair too ... please see our FB group if 

you haven't seen that!  We'll continue to be in 

touch about the field trips as they approach and 

share all the fun learning happening over the 

next two weeks!  Contact me anytime…  

 

Mrs. Mayer 

Betsy.mayer@matsuk12.us  

 

Richardson’s Rockin’ 2nd Grade! 
 

Language Arts-As our school year gets closer and closer to coming to a 

close, we are in a final push to “show what we know” and to 

demonstrate how much students have grown this school year. Having 

your child read out loud to you each and every night will help them 

obtain that final practice to show what a smooth, fluent reader they’ve 

become this school year. Expect to see two more spelling lists come 

home between now and World Fair. We also will be reading about the 

Olympics and Greece, and doing some writing to practice developing 

good, coherent paragraphs.  

Math-Our unit on measurement will wrap up next week, and we will 

spend our final days working in geometry and shapes as well as daily 

practice on a review of the skills we have learned this school year. The 

more practice your kids can get in addition and subtraction, the better!  

Mrs. Holler and I are so excited about World Fair! Stay tuned for end-of-

year volunteer opportunities and service learning options.  

Sincerely, 

~~Mrs. Richardson 

laura.richardson@matsuk12.us 

Grimes Gambit 

Language Arts -  

This week we have been busy! This week we are in full swing 

of our Core Knowledge unit of the Romans.  The students 

were introduced to the Roman gods and goddesses, they 

then learned about similarities between the Greek and 

Roman gods and goddesses.  The students were 

amazed.  Next, we studied past, present, and future tense 

verbs.  The students had a lot of fun playing a board game 

that we made together that helped them put their knowledge 

into practice.  Last, but not least, we also entered thirty new 

words from List S into our Spalding composition book.   

Math -  

This week we completed Chapter 10 on fractions.  We still 

need a little more work on equivalent fractions, but they are 

very close to solidifying that concept. We started the first two 

lessons on interpreting data and surveys on Thursday and 

Friday.  This chapter should be a lot of fun, especially with the 

surveys the students will be able to create and how they 

interpret that data.   

 

Next week we will begin MAP testing, it will go over a period 

Kile’s Kiddos 

In LA we worked on Spalding rules and Oral 
Phonogram Review throughout the week.  We 
also continued to work on using context clues 
to find the meaning of words. Students are 
really showing that they understand restating 
questions and finding answers to questions 
within the text.  Great Job!!! 

In Math we worked on telling time to the minute 
and calculating time lapses.  This was tough 
but they are getting there. 

Next week we will be MAP test on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday.  Please get a good 
night's rest, eat a hearty breakfast, and bring a 
healthy snack to school.   

Any questions please do not hesitate to text, 
email, or call. 

Mrs. Kile 
Tamela.kile@matsuk12.us  
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The Manley Minute: 

Language Arts: We are enjoying learning about 

the American Revolution.  This week we briefly 

learned about the Boston Massacre, Boston Tea 

Party and the Stamp Act.  We also analyzed 

Benjamin Franklin’s political cartoon “Join or Die” 

and started learning about George Washington, 

Paul Revere and Thomas Jefferson.  Since it is the 

end of the year, we completed a few of our 

assessments as well.   

Math: This week we continued adding and 

subtracting fractions with unlike denominators. Our 

class is so close to having each student complete 

their ALEKS pie!  There are just four students 

left!  If your student needs to finish, please 

encourage them to complete a topic or two each 

day from home.  The highlight of our week was our 

Hawaiian party where we celebrated mastering 

multiplication and division facts!  A great time was 

had by all!    

 

Mrs. Manley 
Patsy.manley@matsuk12.us  

Benbow’s Buzz 

I know that we are nearing the end of the year, but we are still doing 
important work every day! We have MAP testing, end of year 
assessments and World Fair prep to cover in the next three and a half 
weeks! Any days your child misses will be significant!  

Thank you so much to the families who joined in our meeting Friday to 
discuss World Fair! We appreciate your willingness to help with this 
amazing project!  

This was our last week of Spalding lessons as the next few weeks will 
be spent doing MAP testing, additional end-of-year assessments and 
World Fair prep. Please know that we are still very engaged in 
learning activities as we learn about the American Revolution and 
prepare to demonstrate our knowledge at World Fair in the Open Air! 

Math class has been reviewing our year while solving a variety of logic 
puzzles! These are great because the review is the easy part of the 
task. After the basic problems have been solved, students use that 
information to fill in a grid that determines which person matches up to 
which answers. Last week's puzzles covered basic operations; this 
week the review covered fractions, area and perimeter, and geometric 
shapes!  

As always, feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns! 
cherie.benbow@matsuk12.us 
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Sturgis Super Students!  

LA-- The students were actively engaged in 

creating their own Athens Forest Visitor's Guides 

this week. This assignment is a five-paragraph 

essay in disguise. Students had to create an 

introductory paragraph naming three different 

tour options, three body paragraphs describing 

these three different tours, and a closing 

paragraph to summarize and convince visitors to 

visit the forest. We will continue to add pictures 

and edit next week when we aren't working on 

MAP testing. 

Math-- This week was all about fractions. We 

compared fractions, converted them to decimals, 

and took a test on Chapter 8. All the students 

worked incredibly hard on this difficult concept, 

and I am extremely proud of each one of them. 

The week ended with Pizza Fraction Day which 

included solving fraction problems, creating art 

with fractions, and of course, PIZZA!! A huge 

thank-you goes out to the parents that helped 

make this happen and Mr. Olson for his pizza 

making skills.   

Mrs. Sturgis 
Sabra.sturgis@matsuk12.us  

Kramer Kids 

LA 

The debate between Team Sour and Team Sweet is 

happening in Language Arts. Students are writing an opinion 

essay with a touch of persuasion on the type of candy they 

think is the best. They are coming up with some great 

reasons why one is superior to the other. While we may not 

agree on an answer, we can all agree that taste testing has 

been fun!  

 

Math 

Students have drawn a picture of a creature made 

entirely out of rectangular and triangular prisms and 

pyramids.  After calculating the volume and surface 

area of the creature they started sculpting their 

masterpiece. It has been a messy fun week! 

 

Mrs. Kramer 

Kimberly.kramer@matsuk12.us  

 

Mr. O’s TEAM  

Language Arts- The class has started our last book of the year, we 

are reading the adventure of a boy who crash lands in the 

wilderness of Canada, Hatchet. We are having some great 

discussions about the main characters’ mindset and thought process 

as he tries to survive. We have an accompanying digital workbook 

that we are doing as well with vocabulary and comprehension 

questions. Next week we will continue the adventure and hope to 

get close to the conclusion of the book. 

Math- This was the week of fractions! We started the week by 

finishing chapter 8 and finishing all of our fraction skills that we 

needed to succeed on the chapter test. Next, we took the chapter 

test and were on to the most fun of all, Pizza Fraction Day! Thank 

you sooooo much to all the families for all of the ingredients you 

sent in as well as a special thank you to the parents that were able 

to come and help during our fun day of pizza making.  

Mr. Olson 

Pete.olson@matsuk12.us  

mailto:Sabra.sturgis@matsuk12.us
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mailto:Pete.olson@matsuk12.us


  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K-2 are fascinated by the history of 

our 13 colonies and the War of 

1812!  Mrs. Mayer & Mrs. Kramer 

 

 

 

 

This week in lab we have been 

finishing some projects up for 

World’s Fair in each of the 

elementary grades. 3rd Grade is 

creating a slide presentation about 

their composers. 4th Grade has 

been finding videos about the 

American Revolutionary War and 

5th grade has been busy organizing 

information about Japan. Looking 

forward to the next couple weeks 

as these projects become finished 

and beautiful. 

 

 

 
Español with Señorita 

Catarina 
 

Third and fourth grade students 
learned about cognates and false 
cognates and added sports and 
pastimes to their Spanish 
vocabulary. Fifth graders started 
their Global Community Service 
project. We are learning about the 
country of Peru and are working 
with Heifer International to help 
indigenous farmers gain alpacas 
to raise and change their 
standards of living. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kinders worked on learning the 
editing marks and punctuation. 

First-grader explored and wrote 
about their animals for World’s 
Fair. 

Second-grader explored and 
wrote essays about their chosen 
Greek gods. 

 

 

 

 

3-5 Science 

The big news this week are all of the 

fantastic Science Fair projects that 

came in!  Judging will begin next 

week. Third grade learned about 

how a compass works along with an 

introduction to Earth’s magnetic 

field.  Fifth grade group B began 

their unit on geology while group A 

finished up an assignment on the 

development of communication 

instruments (and learned that 

instruments do not apply to just 

music).  Fourth grade group B had a 

quick introduction to the basics of 

dissection and then both groups 

worked on the history of 

communication. 

IMPORTANT DATES 

4th GRADE FROG DISSECTIONS: 

APRIL 19th Group A 12:30-1:50 pm 

APRIL 22nd Group B 12:30-1:50 pm 

5th GRADE FETAL PIG DISSECTIONS: 

APRIL 20th Group A 12:30-1:50 pm    

STILL NEED PARENTS! 

APRIL 23rd Group B 12:30-1:50 pm    

STILL NEED PARENTS! 

 

 

 

 

K-5 Lab Classes 



 

 

 

  

   

  

  

  

  

     

Sixth Grade News 

     Students put in a full week of spring fever effort with numerous challenging topics. Reading classes were 

pulled into a dystopian world with The Giver.  Students also got to develop and practice debate skills.  In social 

studies, the unit on immigration continues, exploring the reasons people's ancestors have moved to 

America. We have also attempted to create our own island world with student's choice of government, 

resources, immigration, etc. Math groups are learning volume and surface area calculations and statistical 

calculations with analysis of variation for a data set.  Science class students organized and presented electrical 

generation research. 

     Looking for parent hours? We will be spending many of the days in the week after World Fair taking local 

hikes and picking up trash along the trails as part of our community volunteer time. Parents are welcome to 

come along. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

Mr. T and Mr. S 

Robert.titus@matsuk12.us 

Jared.schumacher@matsuk12.us  

Seventh graders have been working with irregular verbs and trying to maintain a faithful retain of practicing some 
Spanish every day with the Duolingo app. Eighth graders have been performing skits, practicing their listening 
mastery, combining all their vocabulary and working on longer term memory acquisition. We have been 
discussing the language learning options available at their various high school choices and what the future holds 
for them. 
 

Señorita  
Cady.agoff@matsuk12.us  
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Wrights Winners! 

World Fair needs: Seventh grade is looking for OLD radios, 

appliances, typewriter, etc. - nothing newer than the early 1950s 

(and it doesn't have to work) - to borrow for our project. We will 

return items to you the week after World Fair. Please contact Mr. 

Reilly or Mrs. Wright to arrange pick up or drop off. Thank you!! 

Wright 7th LA: Students finished up the poetry unit this week, by 

practicing analysis using TPCASTT, reading several narrative 

poems and looking at their structure and characteristics, and 

were assessed Friday. They also turned in their Scene 2 rough 

draft, finishing up our six-week creative writing focus. Students 

designed a hyperdoc to share info on an iconic author's impact 

that they shared with their peers. A dystopian book unit will run 

for the final two weeks of classes. Expect your student to be 

reading a lot! 

Wright 7th math: The class worked through identifying 

transformations of shapes prior to a Chapter 11 review earlier 

this week. They tested on Wednesday and then participated in a 

Pi lab for our final chapter of the year, all about geometry. 

Students should be completing 10 ALEKS topics each week, due 

Mondays. 

Wright 7th history: This week was Holocaust week, as students 

learned the steps to genocide, and how Hitler persuaded 

millions of regular people to enable the Final Solution's vast 

killing machine. They did research on various topics and listened 

to survivors' accounts, including the PBS documentary "Escape 

from Sobibor," about a daring escape by prisoners from one of 

the Nazi death camps. Students are reading steadily through 

their books, either Prisoner B-3087 or Diary of Anne Frank, and 

should be working at home on their book projects, due April 27.  

Mrs. Wright 

Melodie.wright@matsuk12.us  

 

Beling Blurb: 
This week in 7th Grade Math, we began Chapter 9, Probability.  I really enjoy teaching probability because it has so many 

applications to everyday life.  Students compared theoretical probability and experimental probability and began exploring 

what makes an accurate simulation.  We took the Chapter 9 Quiz this week as well, so we’re halfway through our last entire 

chapter for the year! Have a great weekend and please don’t hesitate to email me with questions or concerns.  

Megan Beling 
megan.beling@matsuk12.us 

 

 

Around the World in 180 

Days   

Our class has been studying the policies 

implemented by Hitler from 1933-1939, on his 

march to European conquest.  Students took 

notes and we discussed the implications of 

Hitler's new policies. Students drew pictures 

depicting the action and explanations for each 

of these ten policy changes. Students were 

tested on their understanding of the material by 

taking a test.  Additionally, we discussed the 

steps from 1933-1939 that Hitler and the Nazi 

party took toward the final solution of getting of 

all the Jews in Europe. Students took notes on 

these steps/policies that were put into place and 

we had discussions about the Nazi's inhumanity 

to their fellow man. 

Parents, ask your child what more they still need 

for their Roaring Twenties outfit for World Fair. 

 

Write On!  (7th grade L.A. 

with Mr. Reilly) 

Students were given a huge variety of short 

stories to choose from. Then they read the story 

that they chose and summarized the story, 

peppering in their insights in their 

summary.  Students could also take the angle of 

using text dependent analysis in summarizing 

the story.  Also, each story had five critical 

questions that students had to respond to in 

writing, further explaining the story in depth.  

After editing their writing and practicing silently 

reading their writing, students presented their 

summaries/ insights in front of the class. 

Enjoy your weekend with your family! 

Mr. Reilly       

Edward.reilly@matsuk12.us    
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8th Grade Home Room 

The 8th grade students have their first MAP 
testing completed and are very excited 
about our field trip next week to the 
Peterson Bay Field Station.  
 
**Be sure to check your email for 
important departure times and packing 
information. The packing list is also posted 
in the Google Homeroom classroom.  If you 
have any questions, please let me know.  
  
We are starting to plan for World’s Fair, 
which will definitely look at little different 
this year due to it being outdoors, in our 
10’X30’  (8th grade) tent.  Please watch 
your email for ways that you can help!! 
 
English 1 read Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night 
this week, reader theatre’s style and we 
had a blast. When the class found out we 
were reading Shakespeare, they let out a 
collective groan but once we dug into the 
material, they HAD A BLAST!!  
 
Our history focus has been the Cold War. 
We’ve discussed the origins and who the 
key participants were. The students are 
really starting to make some big 
connections beyond just the Berlin Wall.   
 
Keep thinking Spring! 
 

Mrs. Molina  
Stacy.molina@matsuk12.us  

 

8th Science 

The Blackbird group completed their Rube Goldberg 

projects.  The videos were posted on the Academy 

Facebook page and are also in the Science Google 

classrooms. 

Algebra 1 

We have completed the lessons in Ch. 10 and will 

review and assess the material on the 23rd as the course 

ends.  A lot of hard work went into this year and the 

final grades reflect that effort. 

Mrs. Tompkins 

Georgia.tompkins@matsuk12.us  

 

Manley’s Minute: 8th Grade LA 

We continued reading Twelfth Night and students had the 

opportunity to act out a scene in class.  They also took 

their hand at writing the letter from Sir Andrew to Cesario in 

their own words.  We finished out the week listening to 

book talk presentations.  I enjoyed seeing their creativity as 

students brought in props, came in costume, or acted out a 

scene from the book.  Well done!   

 
Mrs. Manley 

Patsy.manley@matsuk12.us  
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